
•gQKXGHT' S THE NIGHT #16, Steve Stiles: Yes indeed, you were stupid to cut your
self off from being put down in print...

Is that pinkomnamistpaper mimeo paper? If so, where can I get some? Pace paper?
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I’VE NEVER MET MIRIAM "HOT-LIPS” KNIGHT MYSELF —AP

I think that now I can visit you in the middle of the night, Steve, seeing as 
how I’ve bought my first EC ever- But Hell, I remember reading that stuff? I 
remember Mary Jane and Captain Marvel and Andy Panda (Ghod, how that name haun
ted me!)c That morality newsletter frcm the leage for sexy freedom came to 
my attention too late for me to do anything with it; the church they were picket
ing is just two blocks away from me, and I’m sure my step-father(?) would have 
gone also; after all, he’s a member of the congregation..

CALLASTHEON Tom Gilbert,, Don Fitch: I wasn’t aware that your meetings were 
as large as you tell me they are; I 

guess that I was thinking of something along the lines of the ESFA, which is 
currently in a slump, and which I will quit as soon as I find their Secy-Treas, 
adress. ESFA, in their more halycon days, pulled in about 30-40 people per meet
ing, Much less than you say you have for a meeting of LASFS./-/Only 25 copies 
of the XERO #11 were put into apa F; N-unbers 26-37 were given to Dick Lupoff 
to use as he sees fit, and I have #s 3^50 at home Mike/rich have any left
overs from the 25 I put on the table, and you have to get XERO from them This 
issue should have been labeled Lupoff/Porter, since I called Dieg before I 
published it and asked his permission, citing the contents, which he agreed to^ 
which I suppose is sorta like editing it, 
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I BET TOM GILBERT ISN’T AS *SHY* AS CAROL BURNETT WAS IN "ONSEUPONAFATTRESS—AP




